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ABSTRACT

To develop a wireless communication system to
meet the stringent requirements for a nuclear hot
cell and similar environments, including control of
advanced servomanipulators, a microwave signal
transmission system development program was
established to produce a demonstration prototype
for the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). Proof-
of-principle tests in a partially metal lined enclosure
at ORNL successfully demonstrated the feasibility
of directed microwave signal transmission
techniques for remote systems applications.

The potential for much more severe radio-
frequency (RF) multipath propagation conditions

aResearch sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Energy, Office of Facilities, Fuel Cycle, and Test
Programs and performed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, managed by Martin Marietta
Energy Systems, Inc., for the U.S. Department of
Energy under contract DE-AC05-84OR21400.

in fully metal lined cells led to a programmatic
decision to conduct additional testing in more
typical hot-cell environments at other sites. Again,
the test results were excellent. Based on the
designs of the earlier systems, an advanced
microwave signal transmission system configuration
was subsequently developed that, in highly
reflective environments, will support both high-
performance video channels and high baud-rate
digital data links at total gamma dose tolerance
levels exceeding 107 rads and at elevated ambient
temperatures.

INTRODUCTION

In the nuclear industry and other industries
requiring tasks to be performed remotely because
of hazardous environments, communication
between the operator and the remote task area
historically has been a significant problem. The
design of signal transmission systems rbr
communications to fixed and mobile equipment
within nuclear facilities is particularly demanding



because of the radiation, heat, and acid vapor
environments typically present.

Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
has been developing signal transmission techniques
and equipment to improve the efficiency of remote
handling operations for nuclear applications.
These efforts have been directed largely toward
the goals of remotely controlling bilateral force-
reflecting servomanipulators for dexterous
manipulation-based operations in remote
maintenance tasks and providing television viewing
of the work site. Man-in-the-control-loop
teleoperation is used to provide efficient
performance of nonrepetitive tasks. Unfortunately,
the complex remote-handling equipment demands
wide-bandwidth signal transmission techniques to
achieve high-quality control. A servomanipulator
maintenance package with television viewing may
involve cable bundles with more than 300
conductors when using hardwired interconnection
techniques. Although the use of serial digital
techniques in advanced teleoperational systems
such as the ORNL Advanced Servomanipulator
(ASM) can significantly reduce the number of
conductors required in the interconnecting cable
bundle, the use of hardwired cable as an umbilical
cord between the master control and the ASM
remains a difficult problem, in terms of reliability
and maintenance. Thus, development of a wireless
method for efficiently and reliably communicating
between the master control and the servomani-
pulator has significant importance.

INITIAL DEVELOPMENTS

In September 1987, developmental
microwave transceiving hardware operating with
dish antennas was demonstrated in the Advanced
Integrated Maintenance System (AIMS) facility at
ORNL, successfully implementing both high-quality
one-way video transmissions and simultaneous
bidirectional digital control data transmissions with
very low error rates. Demonstration of very low
digital data error rates for extended periods in a
partially metal lined facility has also been achieved.
Initial test results based on digital transmission at a
1.0-Mbaud data rate indicated that the error rates
of the microwave system were comparable to those
of a hardwired system. Periods as long as 6 h of

continuous operation without any errors were
observed. During these test intervals, complex
manipulator operations were performed and the
AIMS transporter was moved repeatedly without
adverse effects on data integrity.

Results of these tests were incorporated
into subsequent phases of the development
program, whose ultimate goal has been the design
of a fully radiation hardened (rad-hard) microwave
signal transmission system (MSTS) for use in
nuclear facilities. Although these early trials were
quite convincing from the system performance
standpoint, the 1.5-m-diam dish antennas used in
the test configuration were deemed too large to be
accommodated in most hot cells, which as a rule
are considerably smaller than the AIMS enclosure.
Efforts were then directed toward altering the
original setup from its 4- and 12-GHz frequency
arrangement to one requiring smaller antennas.
Because the 4-GHz link was the limiting factor in
moving to smaller dishes, the frequency of that
portion of the link was raised to -10 GHz; this
permitted the use of 0.6-m-diam reflectors to
handle the bidirectional signals, now transmitted at
-10 and -12 GHz (10/12 GHz). Subsequent tests
with the smaller antennas essentially duplicated the
excellent results obtained earlier; error rates on the
order of hardwired systems were obtained in both
long-term data-transmission characterization runs
and in actual in-the-loop tests of the link while
employing the ASM hardware to perform simulated
facility maintenance tasks via remote master/slave
control.

Additional hardware improvements were
implemented including upgraded transmitter and
receiver subsystems, more efficient component
packaging, and the use of specialized duplexing
networks to couple both transmitters and receivers
into the same dishes to simplify the system setup.

OVERCOMING MULTIPATH

Additional testing to fully verify the
feasibility of free-space microwave signal
transmission in a realistic meial-Iined hot-cell
environment was considered necessary and was
planned for FY-1988. As was demonstrated in the
AIMS area, the only substantial risk factor



pertaining to the ultimate applicability of an MSTS
to a fuel or waste reprocessing facility was that of
multipath propagation of the microwave signals in
the cell. A theoretical (Burgress 1988) analysis of
the problem conducted by the ORNL
Instrumentation and Controls (I&C) Division for
the Consolidated Fuel Reprocessing Program
(CFRP) revealed that the metal-lined enclosure
surfaces would reflect almost all of the RF energy
impinging on them; this total energy represented
the full transmitted output less the signal
intercepted by the receiving dishes. Based on the
theoretical considerations on the subject, a plan for
studying the direct and reverberant-field signal
propagation characteristics of a typical fully metal
lined cell was derived and the initial measurements
were conducted in a metal lined cell in France
during March and April 1988 under a U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy/French Commissariat a 1' Energie
Atomique (CEA) cooperative development
program.

Pursuant to the ultimate goal of
implementing a rad-hard microwave system for use
in a hot-cell environment, contingency plans were
developed to deal further with potential multipath
problems. Included in these additional
investigations were the use of special noise-
reducing digital coding schemes, receiver/detector
optimization, and advanced transmission techniques
including high-performance antennas and beam-
forming structures such as lenses.

After demonstrations in the AIMS area, the
second objective of the program was to design and
fabricate an improved MSTS system to conduct the
propagation tests in the metal-lined cells. The
equipment, designated TRECS-I (Transportable
Reflective-Environment Communications System,
version I), was specifically configured in a rugged,
compact package to facilitate shipping to the test
site via commercial carriers. The system, unlike the
AIMS MSTS prototype, was self-contained, with all
necessary signal processing, control circuitry, and
power supplies, and was housed in mechanically
strong enclosures to withstand the rigors of
shipping. The basic TRECS signal processing was
contained in the assembly pictured in Fig. 1.

The transmission technique used in

TRECS-I had one definite drawback, namely, high
modulating signal bandwidth. From the second
AIMS testing campaign (to certify the TRECS-I
units) as well as the underlying ORNL theoretical
studies, it was evident that under multipath
conditions (such as those experienced in metal-
lined cells) the lower the bandwidth of the signal
being transmitted over the frequency-modulated
(FM) link for a given center frequency and
deviation level, the less multipath-induced
degradations were manifested. Further analytical
considerations led to the conclusion that the most
significant signal parameter with respect to
multipath rejection was the modulation index,
which mathematically is the ratio of the peak FM
deviation (in hertz) to the modulating signal
bandwidth (also in hertz). For instance, if a
25-MHz-deviated FM channel is transmitting video
with a bandwidth of 5 MHz, the modulation index
will be 25/5, or 5; this is effectively an analog
signal-spreading factor, which is strongly related to
the ability of the wideband FM signal to mask or
override the multipath environment (i.e., multiple
reflected and delayed versions of the original signal
that, when added to the direct-path energy,
produce both constructive and destructive
interferences to the original wave and thereby
modulate its overall amplitude and phase in an
extremely complex manner). The result of these
reflections will be distortion and irregularities in
the demodulated signal's frequency response;
fortunately, the high-modulation-index signal
generally will be degraded to a much lesser degree
than in the narrowband (low-index) case.

In actuality, the video channels were already
moderately wideband FM in nature, but at higher
baud rates the digital channels were not. Because
the maximum peak frequency deviation in the
TRECS-I setup is constrained to -20 MHz by the
receiver bandwidth, the only feasible approach to
improving the robustness of the digital links at high
data rates (>1 Mbaud), aside from a totally new
receiver design, was to employ a new modulation
scheme that would possess all the desirable
attributes of biphase but would require a
considerably smaller effective bandwidth. After
comparative analyses of approximately a dozen
digital encoding schemes described in the
communications literature, only two basic types of



data modulation possessed the narrow-bandwidth
spectra suitable for the task at hand: duobinary
coding (Lender 1963; Sekey 1966) and pair-selected
ternary (PST) (Sipress 1965). The duobinary form
of modulation requires the least bandwidth of any
known method (for a given data rate), but it
exhibits a nonzero dc component. PST, although
slightly broader spectrally, still has about half the
bandwidth of biphase and eliminates the dc term in
its spectrum. A slight variation of PST, known as
modified pair-selected ternary (MPST), has spectral
characteristics identical to the base form but
permits faster synchronization of the data stream in
the receiver; it was therefore selected for the
advanced TRECS-H encoding technique. As a
result of the propagation study performed earlier,
we concluded that the most effective means of
reducing the magnitude of multipath interference
in a closed cell lay in the use of higher microwave
frequencies in the link transmissions. The principal
advantage of these higher frequency emissions is

that they are more readily absorbed by interactions
with the cell surfaces than are the lower frequency
waves. The chief mechanism for this effect, as
delineated by the earlier study, is dissipation of the
wave due to the high (but somewhat lossy)
conductivity of the wall materials (assumed to be
stainless steel). At each reflection, a small portion
of the RF energy is absorbed by the metal; the
remainder is reflected back into the cell. As might
be expected, the greater the absorption per bounce,
the faster the reverberant RF field will decay, thus
reducing the proportion of the reflected
(multipath) interference to the desired direct line-
of-sight signals in the link. The overall benefit in
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was found
mathematically to be roughly proportional to f3/2,
where f represents the RF carrier frequency; for an
increase of a decade in link operating frequency,
the gain in SNR will be about 31.6, or 30 dB.
Hence, to counter the effects of the quite long RF
reverberation decay times in a large enclosure



(such as many reprocessing cells), it was deemed
extremely desirable to raise the link carrier
frequencies as much as possible within the limits of
currently available technology. After considerable
investigative efforts, we determined that the "W"
microwave band (-75 to 100 GHz) was the highest
frequency range for which suitable transmission
hardware would be commercially available with
reasonable cost and delivery time. Figure 2 shows
one of the W-band frequency-conversion
subsystems with its antenna.

Full characterizations of the digital and
video channels of the upgraded TRECS-H
hardware were accomplished at both the K-band
(10/12 GHz) and W-band (88/94 GHz) frequencies
to facilitate direct comparisons between the two
ranges. These efforts confirmed the inherent
superiority of the W-band frequencies over the
K-band frequencies in the multipath-prone cell
environment and further demonstrated the utility of
bandwidth-efficient modulation schemes (e.g.,

MPST) to achieve high levels of digital data
integrity in such RF links. Comparative video-
channel frequency response plots in the two
transmission bands obtained during the testing
efforts are shown in Fig. 3. The envelopes depict
the variations in video response induced by the in-
cell multipath reflections under moving conditions.

RAD-HARDENI^G STUDIES

After the TRECS-II system was successfully
tested, CFRP requested that I&C personnel
perform detailed radiation exposure studies
of numerous RF and microwave components, along
with several analog and digital data-acquisition
subsystems, a high speed bit-slice microcomputer
system, and MPST encoder/decoder circuitry. The
RF and microwave components included mixers,
fixed and variable-frequency oscillators, filters,
connectors, gain-control devices, circulators, power-
splitter/combiners, and a moderate statistical
sample of millimeter-wave (75 to 100 GHz)
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Fig. 3. TRECS-H video response plots.

mixer and oscillator diodes. The lower frequency
subsystems included analog-to-digital and digital-to-
analog converters, clock circuits, the microcomputer
assembly, memory cards, and high-speed digital
interface circuits. The latter hardware was
intended chiefly for use in a radiation-tolerant (107

R) digital control system for hot-cell use.
(Vandermolen, publication pending) The
RF/microwave components, after their successful
endurance of the entire dose with negligible
deterioration, were certified for use in a fully
radiation-hardened MSTS system design produced
under the auspices of an ongoing CFRP effort in
the area of radiation-hardened electronics.
Additional developments to further improve MSTS
performance, such as wide-range automatic gain
control and automatic frequency control circuitry
and wideband digital data transmitters and
receivers, were also incorporated in the final
(TRECS-III) design. (Smith 1989)

CEA TEST PROGRAM

As a further confirmation of the advanced

TRECS microwave system performance, several
propagation tests were conducted during 1991-92
in Oak Ridge and at facilities of the French CEA
in Pierrelatte and Marcoule, France. An initial
series of trials was conducted in Oak Ridge in
February 1991 to benchmark the operation of the
TRECS-III hardware in AIMS and to verify
compatibility of the RNET digital biphase protocol
used to control the French MA23M
servomanipulator with the wideband 88/94-GHz RF
link. A second campaign was undertaken at
Pierrelatte later that year to ensure that the
biphase-to-MPST encoder/decoder units were
functioning properly while controlling an MA23M
manipulator over the W-band RF link, in the
presence of both clear and reflective paths for the
beam. Both sets of tests yielded excellent results
for video and data integrity.

A final test of the link was conducted in
June 1992 in an equipment test enclosure, Cell 404
at the Marcoule Pilot Reprocessing Plant by CEA
personnel from Pierrelatte and Grenoble. The
TRECS units were set up for full-duplex



transmission at the high data rate required by the
MA-23M control system along with a single analog
(PAL-M) video signal from the servomanipulator to
the fixed station. The two transceivers were
equipped with 15-cm-diam Cassegrain (dish)
antennas that exhibited a 40-dB on-axis gain with a
1.5° main beamwidth. To simulate the MA-23M
control network in the test cell, an RNET data-link
test set designed by CEA was employed to generate
the appropriate biphase data sequences and analyze
them for transmission errors and statistics. Finally,
two MPST-to-biphase converters (jointly developed
by ORNL and CEA) were provided to generate
and c'^tect the two MPST data streams on the RF
link and interface the TRECS units to the RN£T
test set.

The Cell 404 enclosure has welded, smooth
stainless steel walls, floor, and ceiling; ihe only
interruptions are a few rectangular ventilation
outlets and circular wall penetrations. For the test,
a computer-room-type tiled composite surface
covered the metal cell floor, but as a whole the
enclosure was a highly reverberant RF

environment. The W-band link propagation testing
was performed on the cell floor, ranging
between 0.1 and 1 m from one of the stainless cell
walls and over a path length from 0.5 to 13 m, with
the mobile transceiver on a dolly moving parallel to
the adjacent wall surface. The overall connection
scheme for the test equipment is essentially as in
the generic diagram of Fig. 4, except that the
RNET simulator boxes were substituted for the
control-room and manipulator-control electronics
biocks.

In the test series, no data errors were
encountered when the dishes were aligned to
within roughly 1° at any dish-to-wall spacing tested,
although with suboptimum alignments a few errors
were noted at a spacing of 40 cm, probably due to
specific strong wall-induced multipath reflections.
During the moving tests, tight antenna alignment
was difficult to maintain because joints between the
floor panels perturbed the dolly path; nevertheless,
if the alignment error did not exceed roughly 1°,
the data transmission exhibited no errors and video
quality remained satisfactory. Finally, a series of
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obstacles was placed in the RF beam to assess the
effects of interferences by in-cell process
equipment. A metal tape measure, hoist chain, and
coaxial-cable reel were inserted into the path with
roughly a 1-m offset from the cell wall and a 6.5-m
transceiver spacing. Under these conditions, no
adverse effects on either the data transmission or
the video image were observed.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the previous system designs have
been directed principally at meeting the
requirements of typical liquid-metal reactor fuel
reprocessing facilities, it is apparent thai numerous
other types of nuclear facilities use many of the
same systems required in advanced reprocessing hot
cells, including overhead cranes, bridge-mounted
servomanipulators, and remote television cameras
for in-cell viewing. In addition, the anticipated
adoption of advanced teleoperational concepts for
maintenance activities in these plants (which will
eliminate the need for human access into the
radiation areas) is critically dependent on the ability
of the communications links to quickly and reliably
transfer data and video signals between the facility
control room and the remote work site, as detailed
in Fig. 4.

The MSTS hardware developed at ORNL
has successfully demonstrated the feasibility of
remotely controlling, via free-space RF
communications, in-cell robotics and other systems
in the adverse hot-cell environment with excellent
reliability and at a reasonable cost.
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